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Abstract 

The fast charged particle trigger of the CELLO-detector at the PETRA e + e _ -
storage ring (DESY) is a fast software programmable hardware processor. It 
is using multiwire chamber signals as inputs and takes a decision on 
charged tracks coming from the interaction region in less than 1 usee. The 
input signals are addressing Random Access Memory devices in which the 
mask schemes of all meaningful physical tracks are stored. The RAM output 
signals give information about the numbers and shapes of the valid masks 
found. This information is used for fast event acquisition and online data 
analysis done by a PDP 11 computer. 

Introduction 

The CELLO-experiment is built by a Franco-German collaboration"^ for the 
e +e~-storage ring PETRA at DESY and operating since March 1980. CELLO is a 
4fr magnetic detector designed to identify and measure leptons, photons and 
hadrons with high precision. A schematic view of the detector is shown on 

2) 3) 
figure 1. Detailed descriptions are done in ref and ref . CELLO consists 
of the following major components: 

- A compact charged partical detector consisting of 5 cylindrical multi-
wire proportional chambers interspersed with 7 drift chambers in the 
central region and 8 semicircular shaped planar proportional chambers 
in the endcap region. The cathodes of all proportional chambers are 
segmented and measurement of the induced charge on the cathode strips 
is done. 

- The tracking device is mounted inside a thin superconducting coil pro
ducing a magnetic field of up to 1.3 T. 

- Electron and photon detection is provided by a fine grain lead liquid 
argon shower counter arrangement consisting of 16 trapezoidal shaped 
stacks in the central region and 4 half cylindrical moduls in the end-
cap region. 
Outside there is a muon detector consisting of a hadron absorber which 
also serves as a magnetic flux return (80 cm of iron) and 32 large 
planar proportional chambers. 

- A set of lead glass shower counters mounted in the forward region is 
mainly used to detect small angle bhabha scattering for luminosity 
measurement. 

To match different physical requirements the CELLO trigger system is an 
arrangement of charged partical triggers reacting on signals from the 
tracking device and energy triggers from the liguid argon calorimeters and 
the forward lead glass counters (figure 2 ) . Different logic combinations of 
the trigger components and various trigger conditions can be selected under 
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software control by means of the online computer (PDP 11) or mikroproces-
sors attached to the various subdetectors. 

The Charged Particle Trigger 

Design of the CELLO charged particle trigger started about four years ago. 
The requirements to be fulfilled are still valid and are the followings: 

- The trigger decision should be done after each PETRA bunch crossing 
in less than 1 usee taking into account time needed for drift proces
ses and time needed to reset the readout registers in case the trigger 
decision is negative. 

- The background trigger rate should be reduced considerably as only a 
few triggers per second are allowed by the online data acquisition 
system. 

- The trigger should do a rough search on charged tracks pointing to the 
interaction region and provide the online computer with data about the 
found tracks: number of tracks, location, charge sign and curvature. 
These data are also needed for event classification and preselection 
done in the offline analysis. 

- The device should be flexible so that the trigger parameters can be 
easily adapted (without changing hardware) to different experimental 
conditions such as background rate, chamber inefficiencies or to 
establish preselected curvature limits (transverse momentum cut). 

To meet these requirements a parallel look-up table technique has been cho
sen, as serial techniques or even bit slice processors are too slow. The 
tables are stored in a large Random Access Memory (RAM) array with a capa
city of about 10 Mbit. 

The number of wire chambers participating and the granularity have been 
determined considering the amount of background to be exspected. The main 
background sources are synchrotron radiation and beam-gas interactions. 
Computer calculations showed up, that a standalone track search in only one 
plane will be not sufficient. So separate trigger logics have been designed 
for the plane normal to the beam axis containig the interaction point as 
origin (R$-plane) and another plane which is perpendicular to the PETRA-
ring and containing the beam line (RZ-plane). 

The various chamber signals to be used for the trigger have been grouped so 
that 64 equally sized angular bins are obtained in the R$-projection and 
37 sectors in the RZ-projection (figure 3 ) . The boundaries of the sectors 
are lined up when seen from the interaction point. The acceptance region 
for the R$-triggers is lo mm around the interaction point and for the RZ-
triggers ±150 mm along the beam axis. The latter has been chosen to trigger 
also on some beam-gas events for background normalisation and can be easily 
reduced. Proportional chamber signals are prefered to drift chamber signals 
due to the shorter sensitvity time of the proportional chambers. 
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Up to now three components of the charged particle trigger are operating: 
- Central R$-trigger reacting on signals from the anodes of the 5 pro

portional chambers and from the sense wires of 2 drift chambers of the 
central tracking device. 

- Central RZ-trigger using signals from the 90°-cathode strips of the 
central proportional chambers (these cathode strips are cylindrical 
shaped with planes perpendicular to the beam axis). 
Endcap R$-trigger reacting on signals from the 5 proportional chambers 
and up to 3 drift chambers of the central detector and from the sector 
shaped cathodes of the 8 endcap proportional chambers. 

The R$-triggers do a search on curved tracks down to a transverse momentum 
limit of 220 MeV/c whereas the RZ-trigger does decision on straight tracks 
originating within the acceptance region. As the principle of operation is 
the same for all three trigger components it will be described now con
sidering the central R$-trigger. 

Central R$-Triqqer 

A block diagram of the central R$-trigger is shown on figure 4. 

The 64-7 wire chamber signals, each corresponding to a certain sector and 
chamber, are strobed into an input register 800 ns after a PETRA bunch 
crossing. Via a fanout unit the chamber signals are fed into the address 
inputs of the RAM array contained in a mask logic housed in 64 CAMAC mo-
duls, each attached to a certain sector. The RAMs are loaded with the pat
terns (masks) of all physical meaningful curved tracks originating within 
the acceptance region and exceeding a preselected lower limit of the trans
verse momentum. The RAM-devices are of the static MOS-type with a capacity 
of 1024 words of 4 bit each and an access time of less than 200 ns. So each 
RAM reacts on its 10 bit input address signal as a generator of a 4 bit 
output word with bits set, if the appropriate mask condition is fulfilled. 

For illustration the principle is shown on figure 5 considering the first 
RAM of sector "0". For instance a straight track hitting sector "0" in all 
7 chambers sets bit "1" of the output word, whereas a certain curved track 
hitting sector "1" of the three innermost chambers and sector "0" of the 
other four chambers sets bit "4". Four masks are loaded into RAM 1: 

Chamber: P5 D6 P4 D4 P3 P2 PI 
Sector number: O O O O O O O RAM 1 output bit: 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 O 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 

The next four masks are more curved and stored in RAM 2: 
Chamber: P5 D6 P4 D4 P3 P2 PI 
Sector number: O O O O 1 1 2 RAM 2 output bit: 1 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
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In this manner 24 masks with the same sign of curvature are stored in the 
first 6 RAMs of each sector, the opposite signed masks are loaded into 
another 6 RAMs. Additional very rare masks can be stored if they are ored 
with their neighboures already existing masks. Isolated background hits 
added to clean tracks are taken into consideration. By appropriate program
ming of the RAMs one can achieve, that even in the cases some bits of the 
input words are missing due to inefficient chambers the mask condition is 
fulfilled. A consequence of the fact, that the total address space is divi
ded up, are certain possible ambiguities. So for instance mask 4 in RAM 1 
and mask 1 in RAM 2 are identical, if chamber PI is missing. So the pro
gramming in such cases is done so, that only one of the ambiguous masks is 
set to avois a multiple hit. 

Different mask tables have been calculated by means of a computer program 
which checks all possible combinations of tracks and background hits and 
also takes into account inefficiencies of up to two chambers. Optimi
zation is done so that all clean separated tracks are counted but multiple 
counting is avoided. Also mask schemes with higher transverse momentum cut
off have been generated by omitting masks exceeding a certain curvature. 
The tables are loaded into the RAMs by means of the online computer or by a 
mikroprocessor within some seconds. 

The set output bits of the RAMs are summed up in a first step individually 
for each sector and in a second step for all 64 sectors. Trigger decision 
is done on the total number of found masks which has to exceed a preselec-
table threshold. 

Operation 

Up to now the charged particle trigger demands a coincidence of atleast 2 
curved tracks found by the central R4>-trigger and a minimal amount of 1 
track from the central RZ-trigger. Another additional configuration is a 
coincidence of atleast 1 track in the central region and 1 or more tracks 
found by the endcap R$-trigger. Additional logic combination with compo
nents of the energy trigger system are also foreseen. 

In case the trigger decision is positive an interrupt signal is generated 
starting the online computer to readout the detector. As each of the RAM-
output bits of a certain sector is describing the charge sign and the 
transverse momentum range (for the R$-trigger) the RAM-output words as well 
as the sector numbers are also readout. Using these informations the online 
computer does a rough track reconstruction in the R$-plane on the basis of 
wire addresses of the proportional chambers and the vertex as a further 
constraint. The time needed for this much better track definition is spee
ded up by means of a special hardware processor (mask address correllator) 
and is about 1.5 msec per track. 
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Additional informations from the other trigger components are used by the 
online computer to classify and to flag the events according to different 
physical types. At present all trggered events are recorded on tapes. A 
select program running online on that IBM-computer which is just dedicated 
to datataking is writing all events whose flags fulfill certain criteria on 
a separate disc file. These "select" files are scanned by the CELLO shift 
crews. So for instance the number of bhabha events or multihadrons can be 
determined immediately after datataking. 

During a period of operation of about one year the total trigger system is 
running very reliable and meets all requirements. 
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